Positive behaviour feedback to
parents (email/phone call)

YEAR 9 DIAMOND (PLATINUM
Award for each year at DMS)

Class rewards (non-food)

x 16 PLATINUM

x 4 RESPECT

Blue Tokens

x 12 GOLD

x 4 Trust

Recognition

x 8 SILVER

x 4 Teamwork

Praise

x 4 BRONZE

x 4 Focus

CLASSROOM INCENTIVES

GOOD STANDING AWARD BLUE SLIPS

VALUES POST CARDS

POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR
Recognition of Good Standing

RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOUR PLAN
NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR
Impact on Good Standing

MINOR NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR

MAJOR NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR

Minor Negative Behaviours are managed by teacher in the
learning environment at the time it happens.

Major Negative Behaviours are those that: significantly violate
the rights of others, put others/self at risk of harm, and require
support from Senior Staff.

LEVEL 1:

LEVEL 2:

LEVEL 3:

LEVEL 4:

No referral by classroom teacher.

No referral, but SAMS entry &
contact home by classroom teacher.

Referral to Senior Teacher. Teacher
to make initial SAMS entry & contact
home. YL Coordinators/Curriculum
Seniors are responsible for imposing
consequences after initial classroom
level consequences are given.

Assistant Principals and Principal are
responsible for imposing
consequences for this type of
behavior.

Minor Negative Behaviours
include:

Minor Negative Behaviours
include:

Major Negative Behaviours
include:

Major Negative Behaviours
include:

- Non-compliance (See Appendix 1)

- Repeated Level 1 behaviours

- Repeated level 2 behaviours
- Truancy
- Persistent interference with the
learning of others/self
- Repeated inappropriate use of ICT

- Persistent or escalating level 2 or 3
behaviours (See Appendix 1)
- Dangerous act
- Weapons/property offence
- Substance use/possession
- Bullying/verbal abuse

Strategies to address minor
negative behaviours:

Action/consequence to address
repeated minor negative
behaviours:

Action/consequence to address
major negative behaviours:

Action/consequence to address
major negative behaviours:

- Restorative action
- Student/parent/ teacher meeting
- Isolation from peers
- Student Monitoring Sheets
- Withdrawal from classes
- Withdrawal of privileges

- Parent contact
- Student/parent/YLC/AP meeting
- Withdrawal from classes
- Withdrawal of privileges
- Confiscation of prohibited items
- suspension/alternative
- Police involvement

- Non-verbal redirection
- Isolation from peers
- Clean-up duty (Garbos)
- Hand phone into OGS
- Make up lost time/work
- Homework detention
- Provide classroom equipment
- Proximity control
- Removal of offending markings
- Confiscation of prohibited items
- Restorative action
- Seating plan

- Detentions
- Buddy class
- Contact with home
- Reflection Room

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS:
School Values matrix
Appendix 1: Examples of minor and major negative behaviours linked to the school values
Appendix 2: Examples of minor negative behaviours and strategies expanded

